Kate Halle Training Center
Barn Rules
Hours of Operation are 6 am-10 pm. Boarders are allowed to be at the barn
only during these hours except in case of an emergency situation.
1. NO SMOKING and NO DRUGS.
2. Turn off lights in unused areas.
3. Well behaved dogs allowed in barn only on leashes or otherwise controlled. No dogs running loose in
the barn.
4. Practice good horsemanship and use common sense in all barn related activities.
In Example:
-Tie horses only in designated areas using well fitting halters.
-Be polite and courteous to everyone.
-Use proper equipment for safety including helmets (required for everyone under
the age of 18).
-No riding or mounting in barn aisles.
-No reckless or disruptive riding ie: whooping, hollering, yelling profanity, out of
control horses, running full out or anything else that could get someone hurt.
-Clean up after yourself and your horse…in the barn aisle, in the arena and in the
parking lot areas.
-Immediately bring any accidents, injuries or damages to the attention of barn
management.
-Do not stop on the rail and park there when sharing the arena with others.
-Close and latch gates and doors behind you.
-Announce yourself when approaching arena gates.
-Yield the rail to those taking lessons.
- Green horses and green riders always have the right of way.
-Keep a safe distance from other horses at all time (they can kick a full horse length,
keep that in mind).
-Do not take anything that isn’t yours without permission from it’s owner.
-Do not feed or give treats to any horse in the barn that is not your own.
-Do not turn horses out with halters on.
-When sharing the arena, pass only on the inside or if going opposite directions, left
shoulder to left shoulder.
-If you see a safety issue of any kind, contact barn manager or emergency assistance
immediately.
-Be polite and respectful towards riding students and training clients. Do not disrupt
lessons except in an emergency.
5. Arena may be closed to use at any time as needed for lessons, maintenance or any
other reason deemed necessary by management.

